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Fig.1 The normalized mono-energetic transport coefficiX13~
L*(radial diffusion), M*(parallel viscosity) and G
(geometric factor for the bootstrap current) in 2b32 (r/a=0.5)
as the functions of the colisionality (Jlv) and the radial
electric field (Erlv).

§ 29. Neoclassical Transport Coefficients in
the 2b32 Configuration of CHS-qa

Nishimura, S., Sugama, H., Okamura, S., Isobe, M.,
Suzuki, C., Shimizu, A., Matsuoka, K.

The qualities of the quasi-axisymmetry of the designed
CHS-qa configurations[1] are being examined from the
viewpoint of the neoclassical radial and parallel transports
based on a recently developed calculation method[2]. In this
method, 3 kinds of numerically obtained mono-energetic
transport coefficients (M(K) , N(K), and L(K) defined in
Ref.[2]) are used to express the parallel viscosities and radial
diffusion fluxes in terms of the radial gradient forces and the
parallel flows. By combining this expression with the well
known parallel momentum balance equation, in which the
collisional momentum conservation is already taken into
account, the full neoclassical transport matrix can be
obtained in general toroidal configurations. Figure l(a)
shows the normalized mono-energe~cJfimsport coefficients
L* == L(KJ4(1I2)(Vth/1)(BvtI!~ !C"] and M* ==
M(K)/[mVthK ] at the minor radial position of r/a=0.5 of
2b32 configuration as the functions of Jlv and Erlv where
v(v), v, and Er are the pitch-angle-scattering collision
frequency and the velocity of the test particle, and the radial
electric field strength, respectively. Figure l(b) sffl~s the
ge0I¥etric factor for the bootstrap current G =.
e<B >N(K)/M(K). For the comparison, the results in the
imaginary axisymmetric limit (pure QA model), in which
the non-axisymmetric components Bmn(n *- 0) of the Fourier
expanded magnetic field strength are artificially set to be
zero while the other quantities are unchanged, are also
shown. Instead of the well-known l/v dependence of the
radial diffusion L* in the low collision freq~eEcy regime of
conventional helical configurations, the v dependence
appears for the wide range of the collision frequency. It
suggests that the contribution of the ripple
trapped/untrapped boundary layer in the velocity space,
which was formerly studied in rippled tokamaks[3],
becomes relatively important compared with the
contribution of the ripple-trapped part of the distribution.
The parallel viscosity coefficient M* in 2b32 deviates from
that in the axisymmetric limit largely in the Pfirsch
Schlueter collisionality regime while the deviation is small
in the banana regime since this coefficient in the banana
regime is determined only by the fraction of banana-trapped
and untrapped particles. The geometric factor does not show
the polarity reversal depending on the collisionality, which
often appears in conventional helical configurations[4], and
has the polarity to make the bootstrap current in co-direction
i~ ~ll.collis.ionalitY r~~s: In contrast to the axisymmetric
lImIt III whIch the G(BS) IS .mdependent of th~ co~lisionality,
however, the G m actual quasI-axIsymmetric
configuration 2b32 depends on the collisionality and the
radial electric field and thus the bootstrap current in this
configuration depends on the radial electric field[5]. It will
be important future theme to include the effect of the radial
electric field in the precise study of MHD equilibrium and
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